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What is Eventing?

Visit Discover Eventing to find out everything you need to know about the sport of three-day
eventing!

Eventing could be termed an "equestrian triathlon." It involves working with a horse both on the flat and over fences. The
three phases are: dressage, endurance (or cross-country), and show jumping. Over the centuries it has developed from the
test of the ideal military charger. Eventing has now evolved into an exciting sport attracting interest from all levels of sports
enthusiasts, from weekend hobby riders to professional international stars.

Day One: Dressage

The dressage phase begins every eventing competition. In French, dressage means
"training." Originally designed to show the horse’s ability to perform intricate movements on
the parade involved with reviewing troops, today the dressage test comprises a set series of
movements performed in an enclosed arena. Precision, smoothness, suppleness and
complete obedience show off the horse’s obedience. Ideally the horse appears to perform the
test moments of its own accord, working in harmony with its rider. The test is scored on each
movement, rather like the scoring of the compulsories in figure skating, with the overall
harmony and precision of the test taken into consideration.

Dressage is also very important to the three-day event horse, as it helps to develop the
muscular strength and suppleness needed the other two days of competition, endurance day
and show jumping, where the horse must be unbelievably fit and strong, and able to lengthen
and shorten stride at a gallop. 

The purpose of the dressage test is to demonstrate the level of communication between the horse and rider to and display
the power and grace required to perform each movement with balance, rhythm, and suppleness. Due to the demands of
the sport, the three-day event horse is extremely fit, and only strong and tactful riders possess the skills needed to harness
and direct that energy into a both polished and powerful performance. 

Day Two: Cross-Country

The cross-country test takes place on the second day of competition. The object of this test
is to prove the speed, endurance, and jumping ability of the horse over varied terrain and
obstacles.  In order to accomplish this task, the horse and rider must be at peak condition.
The horse must be brave and obedient, and the rider must use knowledge of pace in order
to expend only as much of the horse's energy as necessary, if they expect to finish well.

The cross-country course covers approximately 2.75 to 4 miles, along which sit 24-36 fixed
and solid obstacles.  This phase is ridden at a gallop, with exact speed requirements
depending on the level of competition. Cross-country courses require horses and riders to
be bold and smart, while testing their physical stamina. The aim of each combination of
horse and rider must complete, on time and with as few penalties as possible. Penalties
can be accrued through jumping errors (horse refuses or runs out at an obstacle, rider falls
off on course, etc.) or by exceeding the optimum time allowed.

Of the three days of competition, the cross-country phase is usually the most appealing to spectators and riders alike. It is
the ultimate challenge to prepare a horse for this rigorous test. Unlike other sports, where only the human will and body are
pitted against the clock, in eventing, two minds and bodies work as one. As an additional attraction, eventing is the only
high-risk Olympic sport where men and women compete as equals, with no separate divisions. Some of the top riders in the
world today are women from all over the globe.

Day Three: Show Jumping

The third and final test takes place in the show jumping arena. A show jumping course
comprises a series of colored fences usually made up of lightweight rails that are easily
knocked down.  The test takes place in an enclosed ring and the course must be negotiated
in order for the horse and rider to successfully complete the event.  This final phase tests
the stamina and recovery of the horse after the endurance phase and shows that it is fit
enough to continue work.
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In the words of the FEI (international governing body for equestrian sport) rule book, “The
test on the third day is not an ordinary show jumping competition…Its sole object is to
demonstrate that, on the day after a severe test of endurance, the horses have retained the
suppleness, energy and obedience necessary for them to continue in service.”

The show jumping course requires very exact riding; it consists of between 12 and 15 show
jumping obstacles, which normally include at least one combination, two spread fences, and
in some cases a ditch.  

The courses are designed to test the horse’s and rider’s ability to negotiate a variety of fences of differing heights, widths,
and technicality. This requires the horse be balanced and supple for tight turns and short distances between fences. He
must be able to lengthen or shorten his stride in an instant. Therefore, the rider must know exactly where he is on the
approach to a fence, with an obedient horse that will respond to his commands. For the spectator, this sport is both exciting
and breathtaking to watch, as just one single rail  knocked down can change the final standings dramatically.

At the end of the competition, scores for all the competitors are totaled. Each test is scored individually and the penalties
accrued are added together for the final results. The lowest score is the winning score. In the case of a team competition,
the individual scores of each of the team members are added together. If all  team members have completed the
competition, the best three scores count and the team with the lowest team total is pronounced the winner.

The USEA Levels of Eventing

Beginner Novice - 2'7"
Novice - 2'11"
Training - 3'3"
Preliminary - 3'7"
Intermediate - 3'9"
Advanced - 3'11"

Complete explanations of levels available in the Eventing Rule Book in Appendices 1 & 2 

Brief History of Eventing in the USA

With its variation in levels and difficulty and wide range of competitions available all across the
country, Eventing is a sport which provides competitive and recreational opportunities for
people of all ages and backgrounds. Today, the sport is most known for its cross-country
phase where horse and rider gallop over an outside course of solid obstacles which the horse
has never seen before. At the uppermost level of competition, Olympic or World
Championship, the cross-country phase is the phase that appeals most to spectators and
riders alike. It is the ultimate challenge to prepare a horse for this rigorous test. Unlike other
sports, where only the human will and body are pitted against the clock, in eventing, two
minds and bodies have to work as one. As an additional attraction, eventing is the only high-
risk Olympic sport that permits men and women to compete as equals. There are no separate
divisions and some of the top riders in the world today are women from many nations.

In both the 1976 and 1984 Olympic Games, the U.S. Three-Day team won gold medals, as
well as individual gold and silver. At the 1996 Atlanta Olympic Games, the U.S. Three-Day
team won the silver medal and Kerry Millikin of Massachusetts won the individual bronze

medal. At the 1999 Pan-American Games, held in Winnipeg, the United States won the team gold medal, and the individual
silver and bronze medals. In Sydney in 2000, with an Olympic record-breaking score, David O'Connor won the individual
gold medal. Team USA, headed by the husband and wife team, David and Karen O'Connor, Nina Fout, and Linden
Wiesman won the bronze medal, confirming the United States' position as one of the top eventing countries in the world.

In 2004, the Olympic Games went to the short format for the first time. While many were extremely disappointed to see the
long-format disappear at the Olympic Games, there is no doubt that the competition provided some of the best equestrian
sport ever. Our own Kim Severson and Winsome Adante clinched the silver medal for the U.S. and our team of Darren
Chiacchia, Julie Richards, Kim Severson, Amy Tryon, and John Williams took the bronze.

In addition to the Olympic and Pan American Games, a World Championship is held every
four years. Bruce Davidson from Unionville Pennsylvania won back-to-back world titles in
1974 and 1978-a feat that has not yet been repeated. Davidson added the bronze medal to
his collection at the 1990 World Three-Day Event Championship in Stockholm, Sweden.
Dorothy Crowell of Lexington, Kentucky followed in Davidson's footsteps, cinching the world
silver medal at The Hague in Holland in 1994. In 1998 the U.S. Team won the bronze medal
at the World Three-Day Event Championship in Pratoni, Italy. At the 2002 World Equestrian
Games in Jerez, Spain, the U.S. Eventing Squad of David O'Connor, John Williams, Amy
Tryon and Kim Severson captured the elite team gold medal; while Darren Chiacchia and
Gina Miles each put in impressive individual performances. At the World Equestrian Games
In Aachen, 2006, our U.S. team of Will Faudree, Kim Severson, Amy Tryon and Heidi White
just missed the bronze medal by 0.8 penalties, Amy Tryon and Poggio II jumped
impressively across country and in the show jumping to take the individual bronze medal.

http://useventing.com/resources/files/docs/2009_USEF_Rules_for_Eventing.pdf
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The sport, however, is not limited to the international levels. It draws from a wide range of riders both in age and geography.
We can boast of 75 year old riders competing in preliminary three-day events to youngsters of 10 and 11 at the entry level.
J. Michael Plumb, a "middle-aged" rider, who continues to compete at the highest levels of the sport, has represented the
United States at eight Olympic Games (including the 1980 Alternate Olympics). In fact, since the more experienced riders
are frequently training young horses at the lower levels, our young (and older) riders often have the challenge of competing
against an Olympian-they sometimes even beat them!

The members of the USEA are a fiercely loyal and dedicated group of people, true horseman. We are proud of their training
and hard work, for at every level, including the entry level, our competitions provide a challenging test of discipline, ability
and sportsmanship.

For additional information on the USEA or our calendar of events, please
contact the USEA office:

United States Eventing Association, Inc.
525 Old Waterford Road NW
Leesburg, Virginia 20176
Phone: 703-779-0440
Fax: 703-779-0550
e-mail: info@useventing.com

Forms revised annually have a year revision date (2006). Forms revised periodically have a 2 digit month and 2 digit
year revision date (0106).
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